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Machine Taps: HSS-Co5 machine

taps in nine sizes of Unified Coarse
(UNC) and Unified Fine (UNF)
threads.

Multi-Purpose Hole Saws and Accessories:

Bi-metal hole saws up to 8-1/4 inch diameter in HSS and
HSS-Co8. Arbor holders and replacement pilot drill bits also
available.

Combination Drill Bit/Machine Taps:
HSS Combo taps allow you to drill,
tap and deburr thru-taps with a
single tool.

Jobber Length Drill Bits:
High-performance HSS,
HSS-Co5, TiN-coated HSS
and Black & Gold drill bits
for drilling in all conventional
materials. Available in
fractional, metric, number
and letter sizes.

Countersink Bits:

CBN-ground HSS countersink bits
suitable for all standard industrial
materials. Available in both 82°
taper for UNC and UNF fasteners
and DIN 33 Type C 90° taper
for metric fasteners.

Step Drill Bits: The ideal tool for sheet-metal

working, this durablle and versatile tools will center,
spot-drill, bore and debur - all in one smooth, highperformance working cycle. Available in 9
different size ranges in HSS,
HSS-Co5 and HSS-TiN.

Hand Taps:

HSS hand taps in fractional, metric, NPT and
conduit threads. Wrenches also available.
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